Puzzle Pottery
*Recipe Courtesy of Gare, Inc.*

**Ingredients**

Bisque:
- # 3040 Square Breeze Ware Platter
- # 7254 Ribbon Bank
- # 2076 Mini Breeze Ware Bowl

Fun Strokes:
- FS 2305 Lime Ricky
- FS 2305 Blue Heaven
- FS 2314 Black Lab
- FS 2315 What A Yolk
- FS 2376 Bouncin’ berry
- FS 2390 Orange Crush
- FS 2392 Rockin’ Red
- FS 2394 Cotton Candy

Other Materials:
- Ultimate ll-10
- 7 Fun Writer bottles filled with colors above excluding the Black Lab.
- Sponge

**Directions**

**Step 1**- Apply 2 to 3 coats of Black Lab to all three pieces covering everything.

**Step 2**- Trace or draw pattern of puzzle pieces as shown in photo.

**Step 3**- Each puzzle piece is applied with a Fun Writer…just fill in with color, leaving a space between each puzzle piece so you can see the Black and it will be the outline between pieces.

Dip in Gare 9000D or Dazzle Dip and fire to cone 06.